
always be of a very high level,” said Hamish. 

20/20 Vision
Now the team have complete visibility to track and trace equipment 
using stock control with serial number tracking. Staff can search and 
trace manufacturer serial numbers and Espresso’s own serial numbers 
in Jim2. “Our machines move locations throughought their lifetime. 
Jim2 enables us to log their movements and see a comprehensive 
history across our fleet,” said Hamish. 

To adequately stock their warehouse, they use Jim2 Stock procurement 
to identify popular lines, set days’ supply, and minimum purchasing 
quantities, ready to automatically reorder inventory and meet sales 
trends.

With their operations integrated within Jim2, the team are able to 
better analyse their customers also. Armed with tools to identify 
high-value customers and employ hierarchical price level rankings, Jim2 
enables staff to group valuable customers, wholesalers and others to 
ensure a consistent customer experience. 

When it comes to making changes to stock pricing, Jim2’s stock price 
templates mean the team can move quickly and adjust margins on 
selected inventory as the market fluctuates.

Managing emails within Jim2 enables the sales and marketing team to 
find correspondence with quotes, stock, and customer details – in the 
same system. They have a complete picture of their customer requests 
at the click of a button.

Espresso continues to innovate the workflow to maintain their fleet of 
machines. The service technicians are able to auto-schedule and assign 
jobs.  “The team doesn’t miss a beat by auto-scheduling six monthly 
programmed maintenance services on machines out on location, 
keeping everything running smoothly,” says Hamish.

Live Mobile Access
Jim2 Mobile has been great for Espresso’s Sales Representatives and 
Service Technicians out in the field. Armed with access to update live 
schedules, reply to emails, manage prospective sales and servicing 
activities, the team stay connected and operate in real-time using the 
Mobile app. 

Since staff have instant access to Jim2 from the App, they can trust the 
information in Jim2 is accurate and timely, helping them to provide a 
top-notch customer experience at any time. 

Real Time Reporting
By having an integrated ERP solution that keeps their finger on the 
pulse, “We found immediate benefit in seeing real time profit and loss 
reports, to instantly see how our business is faring,” said Hamish. Now 
they can analyse their business live, and use Jim2’s reports to 
benchmark and track their team’s performance, and custom reports to 
keep processes running smoothly, including delivery run sheets for 
their staff.

The most outstanding difference to Espresso & Coffee Solutions has 
hands down been much greater tracking and accountability in all areas 
of their operations. 

Espresso & Coffee Solutions offer large and small businesses 
located in the South-West Victorian region personalised beverage 
solutions to cater to their individual beverage needs. 

With a warehouse and showroom located in North Geelong, Espresso & 
Coffee Solutions provides great tasting solutions to over 500 
businesses and institutions, combining their premium products and 
extensive technical expertise with quality equipment and professional 
service. 

Software to Capture Every Cup
Espresso & Coffee Solutions owners, Hamish Carr and Rowena Doyle 
started looking at new software, as their current solution simply didn’t 
enable them to monitor every part of the business. Relying on an 
outdated system and excel spreadsheets, they found it difficult to 
effectively manage their coffee machine fleet and grow their business 
in the way they envisioned. There had to be a better way.

Espresso & Coffee Solutions started searching for a solution that 
captured equipment costs, stock availability, new sales, maintenance 
jobs, and training needs to gain a complete view of how they were 
faring. 

When researching available options, Hamish learnt of Jim2 Business 
Engine from their IT Hardware suppliers, who had extensive knowledge 
of Jim2, also using it to run their business. It looked to be a great 
solution to manage Espresso’s machines, staff, and operations. Hamish 
contacted Happen Business and arranged a closer look in an online 
demonstration.

Track, Trace and Organise
Upon seeing how Jim2 could handle their requirements, its ability to 
track and trace machines really stood out. They could easily book 
individual and recurring jobs, assign priorities, and schedule activities 
on the spot. Hamish found they could create live inventory lists, 
immediately record job notes, assign jobs to technicians, and uncover 
the comprehensive history of maintenance and purchases for each 
customer. Exactly what they needed to better manage their day to day 
operations.

Smooth Implementation
Moving to Jim2 in 2013, the team completed implementation and 
introductory training. Happen Business worked with the team on 
location throughout their software implementation. They were in safe 
hands. “Our trainer really knew his stuff,” said Hamish Following their 
training, “we continue to find Happen Business’ customer support to 
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